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Production We will significantly increase automation levels on all products. Because Cake will have a
Revision Date in September, it will lose appeal as its age approaches 3 years just prior to revision. If so,
continue the Broad Cost Leader vision. Important: There is a one year lag between purchase and use of new
capacity and automation for both new and existing products. Production We will significantly increase
automation levels on all products. Do not rely on the computer prediction. Cake will now be a Low Tech
product, therefore the sales forecast should adjust for the loss of High Tech sales. The better your marketing
forecasts, the less working capital you will require. Your proforma balance sheet will forecast about eight
weeks of inventory. After we establish our cost leadership position, we will revisit our situation to explore
options to improve awareness and accessibility. If these projects do not complete before the end of this year,
you cannot begin follow-up projects next year. You will execute your plan by inputting the decisions
described below. If you are conservative, it is unlikely that your worst expectations will be exceeded.
Example: Increase Cakes performance to 6. Your proforma balance sheet predicts your financial condition at
the end of this year. Upon completion of the practice rounds, the simulation will be reset to the beginning.
Next, build additional inventory beyond your pessimistic expectations. This forces your proforma balance
sheet to predict a future where your sales forecast comes true and you are left with inventory. Finance We will
finance our investments primarily through long-term bond issues, supplementing with stock offerings on an as
needed basis. How can you best coordinate this plan as a team? Marketing The Chester team will spend
modestly on promoting and selling products in our industry. New Product Marketing decisions will be made
next year when the new product is ready to begin production. Working capital can be thought of as the money
that you need to operate day-to-day. Important: Make certain that the projects complete during this year before
December 31st. Our prices will be lower than average. Save decisions select directly to the website. How will
competitors respond to your actions? Names of newly invented products appear in magenta. Apply the
following rule of thumb. Our prices will be lower than average. Override it with a forecast of your own.


